Year 5 Autumn 2020 Curriculum Information
On the next page are the topics that we’ll be covering this term. They are not an exhaustive list, but
rather provide the key themes and questions that we will explore.
Reading will have a very high profile in school this academic year, and core texts will be used alongside
artefacts and resources to support learning and deepen the children’s understanding.
Key texts for Year 4 this term are:






Tuesday by David Weisner
Stone Age Boy by Satoshi Kitamura
Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages by Jane Bingham
Poetry linked to National Poetry Day
Animated short films

Key texts* for Year 5 this term are:






Stone Age Boy by Satoshi Kitamura
The Wild Way Home by Sophie Kirtley
Stone Age Tablet
Stig of the Dump
A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens (Original
text, 2009 film and Classical Comics Graphic
Novel)

*I’ve provided links to the editions we will be using in class and to audio versions where appropriate








English
Focused spelling, grammar
and punctuation work
Reading comprehension
Non-fiction: newspapers
Writing engaging fiction
and exploring creative
writing techniques
Improving My Writing:
focused portfolio work

Science
 Earth and Space
 Forces

 How did hunter gathers
survive?
 What is meant by
‘Prehistory?’
 How do we know about ‘Pre
history?’ what is a ‘source?’
(Stone age to Iron age)

Art, D&T
 Identify and draw
the effect of light
 Accurate drawings
of whole people
including
proportion

P.E.
 Daily Mile (Mon,
Tues,Thurs, Fri)
 Outdoor PE (Wed)
 Cycling (Wed)

PHSE (Jigsaw)
 Being Me in My World
 Celebrating Difference
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History

French


Greetings; In the
classroom; months and days
of the year; numbers and
colours; Christmas.

Maths (White Rose)
 Place Value
 Addition and
Subtraction
 Statistics
 Multiplication and
division


R.E. Key Questions
 How special is the
relationship Jews have with
God?
 Is the Christmas story true?

Geography
Enough for everyone –
using and conserving
natural resources.

Music
 Percussion and nontuned instruments

Computing
 E safety
 Communicating and
presenting information

